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Abstract
This project examines the spatial network properties observable from geo-located
tweet data. Conventional exploration examines characteristics of a variety of network
attributes, but few employ spatial edge correlations in their analysis. Recent studies have
demonstrated the improvements that these correlations contribute to drawing conclusions
about network structure. This thesis expands upon social network research utilizing spatial
edge correlations and presents processing and formatting techniques for JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) data.
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Chapter 0: Introduction
0.1 Networks
A network, also known as a graph, is a space occupied by points which may or may
not be connected to each other in a particular order. A node (also called a vertex, site,
member, or actor, depending on the field of study) is modeled by a single point in a
network. It can represent a person, a neuron, a
landmark, and many other things that can be
connected to another node in space. The connections
between nodes are known as edges (also called
bonds, links, or ties). Edges may represent a cable
between two devices, a friendship, a wave, or many
other things that could connect two or more nodes together. It’s worth noting that edges
cannot be formed in the absence of nodes. In most cases, at least two nodes are required to
be present for an edge to be formed. When an edge is found connecting one node to itself,
it’s called a self-edge. Self-edges have no direction and usually appear as a loop in a
modeled network [7].
Edges in a network may be unidirectional, indicating a one way transfer of
something. Think of a network of gutters along the roads. Water goes in, but doesn’t come
out. This is known as a directed network. Alternatively, edges may be bidirectional, allowing
free transfer between nodes. Networks consisting of these edges are known as undirected
networks [7]. Relationship networks generally work this way, allowing bidirectional
communication between pairs of friends.
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Edges can also carry a weight. In a weighted network, edges may be associated with
different values. The value could represent the frequency a path is used between two nodes
or the strength of the connection. In an unweighted network, all edges are equal in value
[7]. The twitter data analyzed in this project was parsed into an undirected, unweighted
network to reduce the sample size.

0.2 Network Properties
Certain trends and tendencies may be analyzed to make predictions as to how a
network might behave. These properties describe how efficient a network is at keeping all
of the members of the network connected. Some of the most commonly used metrics
include: average degree, characteristic path length, and clustering coefficients.

0.2.1 Degree
One of the simplest things that can be measured from a graph is the degree o
 fa
node. The degree is the number of edges an individual node has connecting it to other
nodes within the same network [7]. Nodes with a high degree (also called popular nodes)
often act as hubs that provide a
lot of structure for the network.
In Figure 2, node 3 acts as a hub,
being directly connected to the
most nodes.
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Calculating the average degree of a network, by dividing the total number of edges
by the number of nodes in the network, yields a good estimate for the number of edges
attached to a particular node chosen at random. In Figure 2, the average degree would be
(3+1+3+4+1+2)/6 or 2.33.

0.2.2 Path Length
Another useful measure worth noting is the path length or number of sites en route
to reaching a target site. An example of this would be the number of steps required for a
postcard to travel from you to your friend. A path length is called geodesic if it represents
the shortest distance between two sites [8].
Applied to the entire network, calculating the average geodesic path length from a
site to all of the others is called the closeness centrality. This describes how close or central
a site is relative to other sites in the network [7].

0.2.3 Transitivity
Transitivity i s one of the most important properties in social network analysis. It
describes the relationship between connected nodes also known as neighbors. Similar to
the transitive property in mathematics, transitivity describes a rule between neighbors: if a
> b and b > c, then a > c. In terms of application, this metric refers to friends of friends also
being considered friends [7].
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0.2.3.1 Clustering Coefficient
A measure of transitivity describing the connectedness of a network is known as the
clustering coefficient. This can be thought of as the number of closed triangles divided by
the number of paths of length 2 in a network [7]. Perfect transitivity implies C =1, meaning
all neighbors are connected to each other. For simplicity, this metric can also be defined as
the average of all local clustering coefficients in a network. Ci in the following equation
relies on the local clustering coefficient defined in the next section.
n

∑ Ci

C=

1

n

0.2.3.2 Local Clustering Coefficient
The clustering coefficient
describing the property of a single vertex
is called the local clustering coefficient. In
the below equation, the local clustering
coefficient can be represented relative to
the degree (D) and number of links
between neighbors (L) of a vertex (i)  [7].

2·Li
Ci =

Di (Di −1)
In figure 2, the clustering coefficient of node 2 is calculated as 2*(1)/(3*(3-1)) = 2/6 = ⅓. The
global clustering coefficient would be the average of all of the blue values, 7/18 or 0.389.
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0.3 Network Representations
There are many different ways to represent a network for the purpose of analysis.
Networks with high edge volume, like figure 5, tend to work best with an adjacency matrix.
This looks like a spreadsheet of 1’s and 0’s (figure 3) for an unweighted network
representing whether or not an edge exists between two nodes. Sparser networks can be
examined through adjacency lists, like figure 4, with each row representing a connection
between a pair of nodes [7].
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Chapter 1: Spatial Networks
Most observable networks occupy defined spaces in the physical world. We call
networks ‘spatial’ when they contain nodes and edges representing physical locations. This
usually takes the form of a two or three-dimensional graph. Restaurant franchise locations
each have addresses corresponding to geographical coordinates while brain data can be
mapped as a 3d mesh organized by neural regions. The spatial information of a network
allows for a deeper analysis of the relationship between nodes. For instance, if two nodes
are connected to each other, it would be useful to know how physically far apart they are
when assessing the meaning of their relationship. The distance between the connected
nodes could represent the difference in the type of connection that exists between two
friends that live in the same neighborhood and penpals living in different countries.

1.1 Locality
Spatial networks tend to be composed of nodes that are varying distances apart
from each other. A node’s neighbor can be close to (local) or far away from (global) a node
in space. The locality d
 escribes whether a node is local or global [7]. This property is
observed most commonly in social networks where you may be friends with someone who
is physically close to or farther away from you. Locality is defined by a cutoff distance,
usually defined by the researcher, which sets a maximum range for a neighbor to be
considered local. Connected nodes outside of a cutoff distance are known as global
neighbors.
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1.2 Geo-Tagged Twitter Network
The data for this research comes from research conducted by Mike Izbicki & his
colleagues in 2019. The full set of data contains extended information for individual tweets,
consisting of: user ID, tweet ID, number of followers, number following, number of user
lifetime tweets, declared user location, geo-tagged user location, tweet text, mentioned
user ID, and verified status, to name a few [6].
Twitter presents a unique opportunity for data research due to the platform’s
widespread use and extensive data collection accessibility. Other social network platforms
don’t permit spatial data collection or don’t record their data at all. As a spatial network,
geo-tagged Twitter data can be analyzed through the vast defining properties of user
relationships. Although user mention relationships are examined in this research, the same
data could be used to analyze retweets relationships or the content of user tweets.

1.3 Background
As data continues to expand and networks become more prevalent, the tools we use
to assess these structures must also become more robust. Standardized metrics are
calculated to analyze and group networks using some of the documented characteristics
described in Chapter 0. Although most network research draws conclusions based on the
organization of nodes in relationship to each other, few studies factor the precise location
of individual nodes in the network. Geo-tagged Twitter data allows researchers to explore
the possibilities of spatialized metrics. I specifically chose to look at the relationship of
mentions to fabricate a network due to their high level of engagement. Users receive a
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notification when they are mentioned, or @ed, in a tweet [3]. In other social interactions on
Twitter, a user may send a tweet out to their followers, but due to the nature of Twitter’s
complex algorithms and variations in the amount of time a user spends on the platform, a
user’s followers may not see their tweet. A similar shortcoming of retweets, when a user
essentially quotes what another user has previously tweeted, is that the quoted ‘tweeter’
may not be aware of all of the specific users that have retweeted their tweet.
Examining users and their mentions, permits a more accurate representation of a
connection between users than retweets or followers because of the way the function was
designed as well. To @ someone on twitter is an abstraction of yelling out someone’s name
before saying something in a crowd. Other users are able to observe the post as public
information and the mentioned user is alerted to the call.
As more companies begin to collect data, whether it be to analyze the effectiveness
of store locations or to observe trends of their users, spatial metrics will become vital to
understanding the nature of the relationships that exist in forming networks. I hope that
through this research, the value of employing spatial metrics on modern data is
emphasized.
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Chapter 2: Preprocessing
As this research involves the analysis of a large set of data, few materials were
necessary to obtain results. The network comes from a set of twitter user data of over 2
billion tweets provided by Professor Michael Izbicki on the Lambda servers at CMC [6]. In
order to access and parse the tweets into meaningful data, Putty, a free SSH platform was
used to log on to the servers while Python code was run to process the data. Python was
the language of choice for data manipulation due to its ease of use on a linux based system
and its extensive online documentation. Other programs utilized include Microsoft Excel
and operating system command terminals.

2.1 Original Data Structure
The original tweet data was stored on a linux server in 667 zipped files, organized by
date, each containing 24 JSON files organized by the hour they were retrieved. The majority
of information from each tweet was unnecessary for the creation of a spatialized network.
For the purpose of this study, a select number of specific fields were selected to reduce the
sample size, increase the speed of calculations, and later ensure the legitimacy of tweets.
The chosen fields of interest include: user ID, number of followers, number of lifetime
tweets, mentioned user ID(s), replied user IDs, tweet coordinates, and user declared
location. Below is an example of a single line of JSON formatted data. This particular tweet
was captured on March 24, 2018. A few of the fields have been obscured for privacy.
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2.2 Parsing
Although all of the accessible data provided some form of geo location information
for each of the tweets, not all of the geographic information was credible. Each tweet had
geo information recorded either as a point-specific geographical location, indicated by
longitude and latitude coordinates, or a bounding box, denoted by a set of coordinates
defining an area ranging in size from a landmark to a city [1]. To reduce the size of the
network while improving the accuracy of node location, the sample size was restricted to
include tweets with a specific coordinate point between the boundaries of the contiguous
United States. The bounding values were obtained from openstreetmap.org. Additionally,
the tweet language and location declared by each user were extracted to serve as a check
on the coordinate data. Finally, the data was filtered to extract only lines that included a
mentioned user, “mention”, and/or a response to another user, “reply”, to form the edges
between nodes. In the case where a user mentioned multiple accounts in a single tweet,
only the first listed mention was recorded to reduce processing time. In total, the initial
parsing yielded about 8.5 million lines of data represented in .csv format as sampled
below.* The script for this step can be found in Appendix A.
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*The “reply” column contained far fewer values than the mention column (a ratio of
about 1:14) indicating that twitter users engage in generally @ing individuals far more
frequently than replying directly to a user’s tweet. The “userid”, “coords”, and “mention”
columns have been intentionally truncated for user privacy. Also note that the “decloc” field
(short for declared location) represents information input by the user.

2.3 Formatting
Once the useable nodes were gathered, there was still the matter of assigning
coordinates to the mentioned and replied nodes. The data structure after parsing contained
a user ID with coordinate information and mention ID without coordinate data. A separate
script was used to collect mentioned and replied ID’s that also occurred as a main user and
to assign them point coordinates from the “coords” list. Lines without coordinate data for a
mentioned or replied user (linked) were then dropped, reducing the sample size to about 1
million connections. The script for this step can be found in Appendix B. In this state, the
data listed each user ID, with its respective mentioned ID, each corresponding to its own
coordinate data. For simplicity and comparisons, users connected to replies were output to
a separate file from users connected to mentions. Below is an example of the mention
output format.
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2.3.1 Repeated Data
There are no limitations on the number of times a user may mention another user
on Twitter. As a result, Twitter data has the potential to be analyzed as a weighted or
unweighted graph. To simplify more intense calculation and threshold the impact of
high-engagement users, duplicate edges were deleted from the data using the script from
Appendix C. This step reduced the sample of mention connections from about 1 million to
650 thousand and reduced the sample of reply connections from about 100 thousand to 70
thousand. The similar scale of reduction can be interpreted as users engaging with each
other for similar lengths of time regardless of whether through a single tweet thread or
through entirely separate tweets.

2.3.2 Self @’s
While Twitter users are able to @ other users, they may also @ their own user ID.
These self @’s occured in 2% of the reply connections as a result of users responding to one
of their own previous tweets and in 3% of the mention connections for reasons yet to be
verified. One conjecture is that @ing oneself serves to organize particular tweets for ease of
access later on. Searching a username on Twitter returns each instance the username was
publicly mentioned [3]. This phenomenon doesn’t quite capture the characteristic of a
self-edge described in Chapter 0 as the message is still accessible to other users. To reduce
calculations and further clean the data, part 0 of the script in Appendix E creates a list of the
indices where self @’s occur, counts them, and returns a new list to be processed by the
second part of the script.
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2.3.3 Undirecting
As described in Chapter 0, an undirected network represents edges as a bidirectional
relationship. For the Twitter data, this means if user i mentions user j, user i has also been
mentioned by user j. Representing tweets as an undirected graph increases the authenticity
of the links being described while further reducing sample size. Part 1 of the script from
Appendix E uses the coordinate data from part 1 to create a new series of coordinate lists
composed of user coordinates that describe the ‘i, j relationship.’ This step reduced the
total sample to about 40 thousand connected users, a substantial, but expected reduction
from the previous step. The new lists created were then passed to step 3.

2.3.4 Adjacency Coordinate List
To increase processing speeds during metric calculations, part 2 of the script from
Appendix E creates two new lists representing a single ‘user’ on the same line as all of its
respective bidirectional mentions. For this step, I chose to combine the reply and mention
data as there were not enough reply relationships remaining to conduct meaningful analysis
on them alone. The ‘mention’ list was appended by a “/” whenever a user re-appeared as
an iteration of the user list created in step 2. An example of the final output of these lists is
below.
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The “/” was selected as a place marker to denote the separation between
coordinates because of its absence from the original data and to ensure ease of visibility
and identification for metric calculations. As an example, the Average degree script from
Appendix F is able to quickly count the number of “/”s that appear plus 1 to determine the
degree of each node in the network.

2.3.5 Visualization
To help visualize the tweet data, the coordinates were plotted using the basemap
toolkit from the matplotlib library [4]. Plotting of the parsed coordinate data ensures that

the network follows expected trends. As you can see from the network above the high
concentration of red lines depicts large, tech savvy cities as more densely populated with
nodes and edges. The script for obtaining this plot can be found in Appendix D.
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Chapter 3: Self Edge Correlation
3.1 SEC Definition
The self edge correlation, or SEC describes the clustering of a node’s neighbors. The
following formula calculates the probability of two randomly selected neighbors of a node
of interest being physically near each other [2].

ρs (n) ≡

1+(Γ(n))
|Γ(n)|

| Γ (n) | represents the number of global neighbors of a node (n) while (Γ(n)) is the
average number of local nodes to a randomly selected neighbor of n.

The inverse of the SEC for a node,
1/ρs (n) , describes the number of effective
‘clusters’ that exist global to node n.
Computation of these metrics on large,
edge dense, networks can be extremely
processor intense, making the average SEC
a more reasonable property to employ in
spatial network analysis [2]. This process
involves calculating the individual SEC’s of each node and averaging the resulting values.
The SEC calculation in Appendix H utilizes the above formula to calculate the SEC for global
neighbors of the network defined by a cutoff distance described in the next section.
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3.2 Cutoff Distance Calculation
Defining the cutoff distance for a network is generally arbitrary, though some
information can assist in determining its value [2]. I decided to start with a cutoff distance
that would be representative of the most common distance the average american was
willing to travel, about 16 miles [5]. Though the research determining this average distance
was conducted in 2005, it yielded acceptable SEC values with an average of .452. The
inverse of this value describes the global neighbor tendency to cluster in 2.2 regions of a
particular node. I decided to experiment with a few different cutoff values to replicate the
evolution of average work distances in more recent times, but the average SEC for smaller
and larger distance cutoffs indicated lower SEC. This could be due to a number of reasons
that will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Discussion
While working with data that requires multiple steps before reaching a point of
analysis, it’s useful to have test data to check a scripts’ reliability. A few times during this
project, my scripts were returning values that appeared to be credible, but upon deeper
inspection proved unrepresentative of the intended analysis. Many of the issues were the
result of syntax errors or index misalignments when retrieving an item from a list.
Sometimes it’s impossible to check for all exceptions, especially with large sets of data, but
having a team or computer scientist helps to keep things running smoothly.
This project focused heavily on the formatting of data for spatial network analysis
and aimed to describe the possibilities of using modern social network data. Though the SEC
values were lower than expected, this could be attributed to the sample limitations. Users
must opt-in to sharing their locations when sending tweets and there is no guarantee that
the user they mention also elects to keep their location public [6]. The complexity of the
SEC equation converted to script form in Appendix H might also contain errors as it was the
most complicated computation-wise.
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Conclusion
The data extraction process for this project took about 2 weeks of processing time to
transform billions of tweets from raw JSON format to the ~50k tweets of cleaned data.
Script optimization and corrections further reduced the time that could be dedicated to a
more thorough analysis of the data. Future work could benefit from experimenting with
cutoff distances to produce more accurate clustering behaviors as well as increasing the
sample size to include less precise location data.
Network research tools have evolved to take advantage of our increasingly
data-driven world. Spatial metrics of US twitter data can more accurately describe the
relationships that exist between users based on their physical locations. This information
could be used to implement targeted marketing strategies or more accurately locate people
of interest. As SEC describe the relationships between the neighbors of a node, one could
use this metric to make predictions about the node’s future location or the potential
locations that new neighbors are likely to appear.
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